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The Role of Verbal Aspects for v-v Compound Formation
in Japanese

Japanese lexical v-v compounds (1a-c) have attracted much attention, e.g. Kageyama (1993),
Matsumoto (1996), Nishiyama (1998), Fukushima (2005), Yumoto (2005), inter alia. How-
ever, these focus on argument synthesis based on argument structures of v1 and v2,
offering accounts of various sorts. Though Fukushima (2007) deals with productivity of
such compounds, the perspective is argument-centered as well. This paper investigates the
(under-explored) aspectual dimension of v1-v2 combination. First, it empirically shows that
v1 cannot be telic—a ‘spoiler’—unless v2 also is, while any other patterns are possible. Sec-
ond, (im)possible combinations are shown to follow from aspectual composition based on
aspectual properties of predicates.

In contrast to (1a-c), the ones in (1d) (obeying the argument synthesis conditions) with a
telic v1 and an atelic v2 are impossible. In fact, of 1157 v-v examples in Tagashira and Hoff
(1986), there is only one potential counter example for this generalization. V1 naosu ‘repair’
and v2 tukau ‘use’ can constitute a temporary coherent event (1e), but not as a compound
(1d). Also, when switched around, illicit *taosi-fumu (telic-atelic) in (1d) becomes a licit
compound fumi-taosu (atelic-telic) in (1b).

An attempt to characterize Chinese/Japanese ‘resultative’ compounds is found in Li
(1993) employing ‘temporal iconicity’: the surface linear order must reflect the temporal
ordering of sub-events e1 and e2 of e, i.e. vcause must precede vresult. (1a-b) are fine with
‘manner’ taken as a kind of ‘cause’. If unable to accommodate manner, Li’s coverage ends
up non-comprehensive. (Temporal iconicity could be irrelevant for (1c)). However, since
temporary coherent (1e) is good, so should illicit *naosi-tukaru be (likewise for other illicit
ones). Even licit tabe-nokosu in (1b) becomes bad when switched around as in *nokosi-taberu
‘leave(telic)-eat(atelic)’ in (1d). Nokosi can reasonably be construed as cause/manner. (In
addition, though not directly relevant here, Li’s account fails to predict correct argument
synthesis as far as Japanese v-v compounds are concerned.)

Assuming the aspectual classification of Dowty (1986) in (i) (see also Krifka 1998 or
Filip 2008), aspectual composition (ii) for v-v compounds is proposed. With ((ii)c-
A) a termination point is imposed on an atelic v1, which remains compatible with ((i)a),
rendering possible odori-tukareru and tabe-nokosu in (1a-b). In contrast, ((ii)c-B) requires
a telic v1 to satisfy ((i)a) but that contradicts ((i)b), rendering *naosi-tukau and *nokosi-
taberu in (1d) impossible. Obviously, (1c) is no problem.

i a. Atelic (stative/activity): when the truth of a sentence φ to which the predicate
gives rise to is true at an interval I, φ is true at all subintervals of I (down to a certain
limit in size in the case of activity).
b. Telic (achievement/accomplishment): when the truth of a sentence φ to which the
predicate gives rise to is true at an interval I, φ is false at all subintervals of I.

ii a. A v-v compound represents a single event with sub-events denoted by v1 and v2.
b. When v1 and v2 match in telicity, the whole compound is of the same telicity as
the head’s (i.e. v2’s). [N.B.: Japanese is head-final.]
c. When v1 and v2 differ in telicity, (A) if v2 is telic, a termination-point (distinct
from an inception-point) is imposed on the interpretation of v1, or (B) if v2 is atelic,
the truth-at-all-subintervals requirement ((i)a) is imposed on the interpretation of v1.

The current paper is a contribution to research regarding not only under-explored aspec-
tual properties of v-v compounds but also the nature of aspectual composition of complex
entualities.
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Data

(1) a. cause/resultative compound: odori-tukareru ‘dance(atelic)-get.tired(telic), i.e. get
tired from dancing’, obore-sinu ‘drown(telic)-die(telic), i.e. die from drowning’, sini-
taeru ‘die(telic)-become.extinct(telic), i.e. become extinct due to dying’, etc.
b. manner compounds: tabe-nokosu ‘eat(atelic)-leave(telic), i.e. leave (food) after
eating’, fumi-taosu ‘step.on(atelic)-fell(telic)), i.e. fell (something) by stepping on it’,
koroge-otiru ‘roll(atelic)-fall.down(telic), i.e. fall down rolling’, etc.
c. coordinating compound: hikari-kagayaku ‘shine(atelic)-glitter(atelic), i.e. shine and
glitter’, naki-sakebu ‘cry(atelic)-scream(atelic), i.e. cry and scream’, nageki-kanasimui
‘greave(atelic)-be.sad(atelic), i.e. greave and be sad’, etc.
d. *naosi-tukau ‘repair(telic)-use(atelic), (int.) use after repairing (something)’,
*nokosi-taberu ‘leave(telic)-eat(atelic), (int.) eat after leaving (food)’ [cf. (1b)], *hiroge-
uru ‘spread(telic)-sell(atelic), (int.) sell after spreading (merchandise)’, *koware-
nokoru ‘break(telic)-remain(atelic), (int.) remain after breaking’, *taosi-fumu ‘fell(telic)-
step.on(atelic), (int.) step on after felling (something)’ [cf. (1b)], etc.
e. Taroo -ga terebi-o [naosi sosite tukat-ta].

-nom TV-acc repair conj use-past
‘Taroo [repaired and used] a TV.’
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